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Recent research m lexical semantics has focussed on three questions (1) What constitutes the 
representation of a lexical entry m the lexicon (2) How are the morpholog1cally related words ( e g , 
breakuansiuve vs breakmts:ansiuve, read vs readable) related to one another m the lexicon? (3) How is the 
clausal mterpretat1on denved? Thts paper is concerned with the first two, particularly the question 
concernmg d1Tecttonahty of denvat1on of the pa1Ted causative verbs such as shatter, crack, break, etc 
Three proposals are first reviewed A standard vtew whtch claims that the mtrans1Uve shatter mts: ts the 
basic form from which the trans1t1ve shatter1s:an is denved, and an alternative view which conjectures 
that the d1Tect1on of denvatton is reversed Both proposals appeal to a urufied account The third 
proposal explores a non-urufied charactenzatton, assurrung that for some verbs the transitive variants are 
the basic uses, but for others the mtrans1t1ve forms are the basic forms This revtew is followed by the 
report of a pilot study m whtch a group of non-native speakers (NNSs) ofEnghsh were exarruned m 
terms ofthelf knowledge of dtfferent vanants of the causative alternation verbs An important 
assumption behmd thts study is that suppose frequency effect of mput is rrurumal for these NNSs 
(1 e, they were exposed to the mtrans1t1ve and transitive forms to a surular extent), whtchever forms 
these NNSs perform well with are the basic forms, and those with whtch these NNSs perform rather 
poorly are the derived forms Thts study aims to shed hght on the on-gomg debate on whether the 
mtrans1t1ve vanant is derived from its transitive variant or the other way around Exploration ohhts 
question deserves attention as the hterature shows that the standard view has dorrunated the current 
research m language acqms1t1on studies For example, m studies on chtldren's productive capab1hty, 
researchers hke Maratsos, et al ( 1987) and Gropen et al (reported m Pmker, 1989 54) all adopted the 
standard view and treated the mtrans1t1ve forms as the basic uses and tested if chtldren were willmg to 
generate transitive uses m cases where the required semantic and morphopholog1cal cond1t10ns were 
met As is shown by our pilot study, such a treatment is open to question, m particular the results show 
that a non-urufied account is more plausible Thts paper is d1v1ded mto the following sect10ns Section 2 
revtews the standard vtew Section 3 gives an account of the alternative vtew, whtch is followed by the 
review of a non-urufied account m section 4 Section 5 constitutes the report of the ptlot study and a 
d1scuss1on of the questions at issue A conclusion is given m section 6 

2 The standard view Intrans1t1ves as the base 

The standard view traces back to Fillmore (1968) and contmues to dorrunate the current research 
on the relat10n of the alternation verbs (e g, Wtlhams, 1981, Pesetsky, 1995) To give a historical 
perspective, we start with Ftllmore's proposal In hts study of case grammar, Fillmore (1968 27) 
suggests that predicates are mserted mto the well-formed frames hke those m (1), whtch has been later 
developed mto the subcategonzat10n frames as m the Government and Bmdmg theory (Chomsky, 1981) 
Ftllmore (p 27) claims that the set of case frames m ( 1) gives rise to sentences m (2) 

(1) a [__O] 
b [__O+A] 
c [__0+1] 
d [__O+l+A] 

(2) a The door opened 
b John opened the door 
c The wmd opened the door 
d John opened the door With a clusel 
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To avoid redundancy, Fillmore contends that (1) can be shrunk to (3), which 1s the form existmg m the 
lexicon 

(1) + [___ 0 (I) (A)] 

The parentheses m (3) are mtended to md1cate the optional nature of those elements Fillmore beheves 
that causative alternation verbs hke open are basically monadic, as only one NP with the objective case 
1s obligatory Other related structures hke (2b ), (2c ), and (2d), accordmg to Fillmore, are denved 
through the add1t1on of an NP with an agentive case, or an NP with an mstrumental case Fillmore 
claims that a case frame hke (3) captures the lexical relation between the vanants of a verb hke open To 
summanze, Fillmore contends that the basic structure for open is such that 1t reqmres an NP with the 
objective case, and this structure can be expanded when other NP(s) are added to (3) This 
charactenzation of the lexical relation of the vanants of open represents the standard view Fillmore 
does not specify what motivates him to beheve that the mtrans1t1ve form 1s the source for further 
expansion, but Levm and Rappaport Hovav (1995 79) speculate that smce the meanmg of the trans1t1ve 
structure mcorporates the meamng of the mtrans1tl ve structure as m 'cause to V-mtrans1t1ve', the 
mtrans1tlve fonn ought to be the root and the trans1t1ve form, the denved 

W1lhams (1981) proposes that the relat10n of the causative alternation verbs can be captured 
through a set of morphological rules Such rules are an operat10n of the add1t10n of an affixatlon to a 
root, which derives a new word The application of the rule has a number of consequences First, 1t alters 
the ad1c1ty of the argument structure of the root Second, 1t changes the syntactic pos1t10n of the 
argument subcategonzed by the root word Williams (p 99), nonetheless, claims that no argument can 
be deleted or 'shortened' from the mput argument ma denvat1on Morphological rules affect the 
external argument only as they may either mtemahze an external argument or externalize an mtemal 
argument of an mput word These rules are formalized as follows E (X), I (X) Given only the I (X) rule 
1s relevant to our d1scuss1on here, we focus on this rule only Accordmg to W1lhams (p 99), I (X) rule 
has two parts First, mternahze or move the external argument of an mput verb to the object pos1t1on of 
the causative verb (the 'output word'), and then add a new external argument for the newly derived verb 
To illustrate, the causative melt1ran 1s derived from its mtrans1tlve form meltm1r as the result of the 
apphcat1on ofl (X) 

(4) I (Th) meltmtr (Th)~ melttran (A, Th) 

(4) clearly illustrates Williams' idea of the d1rect10n of denvat1on of the two vanants of the 
causative alternation predicates That 1s, there 1s only one poss1b1hty, with the transitive variants bemg 
derived from the mtrans1t1ve variants Williams exphc1tly demes the poss1b1hty of a detrans1t1v1at10n 
process, as he claims that denvatlon from trans1t1ves to mtrans1t1ves 1s 'sporadic', not all trans1t1ve verbs 
have correspondmg mtrans1t1ve variants, for example put, attempt, build can be used trans1t1vely only 
(p 104) Furthennore, Williams claims that from a logical perspective his proposal based on the 
subcategonzat1on theory prevails over the detrans1t1v1zat1on denvat10n as the latter would give nse to an 
illegal denvatlon Specifically, Williams claims that for a verb which takes two optional mternal 
arguments hke promise, four logical cases can be predicted based on the subcategonzatlon theory as m 
( 5), but not the one m ( 6) 

(5) a X Y one expansion X Y 
b (X) Y two expansion X Y, Y 
c X (Y) two expansions X Y, X 
d (X) (Y) four expansions X Y, X, Y, 0 
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(6) XY, X, 0 

Wtlhams contends that for (6) to be possible, element Y has to be present m the expans10n set and thus 
the subcategonzat10n theory successfully excludes 1t as a possible set In contrast, Wtlhams shows that a 
detrans1t1vization approach fails to exclude such an illegal result (1 e, (6)), as seen m (7) 

(7) M M' M'' x y _____,... x _____,... 0 

Wdhams' argument based on logic exclusively is not tenable Without consideration of the 
lexical semantic and morpholog1cal properties charactenzed of the causative alternation verbs, 
Wllhams' account provtdes no account for the irregular patterns exhibited m the followmg paradigms 

(8) a The Wlnd clear the sky 
b The sky cleared 
c The men cleared the table 
d •The table cleared 

(9) a The baby burped 
b The nurse burped the baby 
c The doctor burped 
d •The nurse burped the doctor (Levin & Rappaport Hovav, 1994 46) 

Furthermore, Wdhams' claim that a detrans1t1vizat10n denvat1on would give nse to an illegal denvat1on 
is a methodological artifact With a shght moddicatlon, the same denvatlon can be produced Moreover, 
Wdhams' account would be ovennclus1ve, m that agentive verbs !tke play, speak, or work should 
thereby have transitive vanants With no semantic considerations at all, Williams' logical account is also 
madequate to account for the fact that verbs bearmg smnlar merunngs are not all ebg1ble for vanous 
alternat10n constructions For mstance, whereas verbs bke lean, beam, and shine have both mtrans1tive 
and transitlve forms, verbs which denote smnlar meatl1llgs bke slouch, glitter, and sparkle have 
mtransitive forms only (Levm and Rappaport Hovav, 1994 42) 

Pesetsky ( 1995), m analyzmg causative psych verbs, presents an analysis consistent with the 
standard view Pesetsky basically argues that causative psych verbs, mcludmg those altematmg psych 
verbs such as worry, puzzle, etc are made up of two components a root fonn (i e, SubjExp verbs, verbs 
which take an expenencer m the subject position), which ts marked by the~ symbol and a 
phonologically null, bound morpheme, -CAUS, which ts attached to the root, as seen m (10) 

(10) ({ v SubJExp-predlcate v] OCAus] 

What (IO) shows ts that the SubJExp predicates are the base from which the causative psych predicates, 
which Pesetsky calls 'the ObJExp predicates', are denved by add1t10n of a zero CAus morpheme to the 
root In the pa1red sentences below, the a-sentences represent the root forms and the b-sentences, the 
denved forms 

( l l) a John womed about the television set 
b The television set womed John 
a We puzzled over Sue's remarks 
b Sue's remarks puzzled us (Pesetsky, 1995 18) 

To substantiate the existence of the zero cAus morpheme, Pesetsky first refers to Myers' Generalizat10n, 
which basically says 'zero-denved words do not permit the affixat10n of further denvational 
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morphemes' (Myers, 1984 66) Assunung Myers' Generabzation 1s correct, the existence of the zero 
cAus can be proved 1fthe predicates with such zero morphemes disallow the addition ofnommahzamg 
suffixes Tins pred1ct1on 1s borne out by the data below 

(12) a *The exam's contmual agitauon of Bill was silly 
b *Our constant annoyance of Macy got on our nerves (Pesetsky, 1995 74) 

The second 1p1ece of evidence Pesetsky provides to corroborate the existence of the proposed zero 
morpheme pertams to an asymmetry he observes as given below 

( 13) a The article m the Tr mes made Bdl angiy at the government 
b *The article m the Tzmes angered Bill at the government (Pesetsky, 1995 60-61) 

The ungrarnmat1cahty of (13b), accordmg to Pesetsky, can be accounted for as follows Assummg that 
Cause and Causer elements are generated m a PP below the VP, the Cause element must move up to 
check the strong features borne by the CA US under V Further, the Causer under the PP also needs to 
move to the Spec of VP to get NOM case However, with an additional PP as seen m (13b), the Cause 1s 
prevented from raismg to V, as such a move violates Travis' (1984) Head Movement Constraint 

To summanze, the central idea of the standard view 1s that given an alternatmg predicate, 1f one 
vanant 1s contamed m another, then the former 1s the basic form and the latter 1s the denved form 
Furthemore, the standard view assumes that addmg an additional argument 1s more desirable than 
deletmg an existmg argument 

3 An alternative view Trans1t1ves as the base 

As has been seen m the previous section, an important underlymg assumption, which motivates 
the standard view, 1s that 1f the semantics of a form 1s a subset of that of another form, then the former is 
the basic and unmarked form, which functions as an mput form for the denvatton of the transitive forms 
This assumption has led several researchers to the view that with the causative alternatmg verbs, the 
mtraslt1ves are the basic forms whereas their causative vanants are the denved uses, smce the relation 
between the two forms can be charactenzed by such a subset-superset relation This assumption is 
actually rermruscent of an assumption commonly held m the aspectual study m lmgu1sttcs, that 1s, 
complex events (e g, accomplishment) are denved from sunple events (e g, activity) (See Dowty, 1979, 
Van Valm, 1990, Rappaport Hovav & Levin, 1998) Both assumptions seem to be based on a more 
underlymg assumption that addmg an argument or a subevent structure is more desirable than deletmg 
one Below we will see that these assumptions have not gone without challenges We wdl focus on 
Levin and Rappaport Hovav's (1994, 1995) study on causative alternation verbs 

In their studies, Levm and Rappaport Hovav (1994, 1995) touch upon two issues What 1s the 
nature of leX1cal representation of causative alternation verbs and how can the relation between the two 
vanants be characterized? Their major claim 1s that causative alternation verbs are 'semantically 
deternuned but syntactically represented' (Levin & Rappaport Hovav, 1995 21) Specifically, Levm and 
Rappaport Hovav chum that causative alternation verbs all share one semantic property, that 1s, they 
denote complex events mvolvmg a causmg subevent and a central subevent, but under certain cond1t10ns 
the former subevent can be onutted Syntactically, the mtemal argument 1s base-generated m the direct 
object position and m the mtrans1t1ve use, 1t 1s moved to the external pos1t1on for case assignment 
Takmg this assumption as the startmg pomt, Levin and Rappaport Hovav make the following more 
specific claims 
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First, they clcum that the causative alternatmg verbs hke break, shatter, crack, are 'basically 
dyadic causative verbs' (p 81) The basic form for these verbs is that of the two-argument predicates, 
takmg an mternal argument and an external argument The mchoat1ve (1 e, mtrans1Uve) vanants of these 
verbs are denved from the basic forms through what they call a 'detrans1tlv1zat10n' process Further, 
Levm & Rappaport Hovav conjecture that given such an assumptmn, the two separate lexical 
representations for the causative alternation verbs, as suggested by other researchers ( e g , Wdhams, 
1981, Pesetsky, 1995), can be reduced to one smgle representation In other words, m the lexicon each 
causative alternation verb has only one entry which takes the form of the trans1t1ve vanant This idea 1s 
illustrated m (14) 

(14) Representation of the trans1Uve I mtrans1Uve fonns of break (p, 108) 

LSR 

Lexical bmdmg 
Lmkmgrules 
Argument strucrure 

[[ x DO-SOMETIIING ] CAUSE [ y BECOME BROKEN]] 
,!. 
0 

,!. 
<y> 

Accordmg to Levm and Rappaport Hovav, (14) constitutes the lexical representation of 
predicates denotmg externally caused eventual1t1es (Levm & Rappaport Hovav, 1995 91) These 
eventuahues contrast with mternally caused eventual1t1es m that they convey two subevents the causmg 
subevent and the central subevent (Pustejovsky, 1992, Van Vahn, 1990), with the option that the causmg 
subevent can be suppressed or unexpressed through a bmdmg process as first proposed by Gnmshaw 
(1990) When this occurs, the unexpressed subevent conveys either an agent, an mstrurnent, a natural 
force, or a circumstance (p 92) As with the latter, there is only one subevent- the central subevent and 
no external causation is conveyed 

To corroborate their claim, Levm and Rappaport Hovav proV1de such an argument, that is, 'the 
basic use of the verb w1ll 1mpose less stnngent restnct1ons on its arguments, so that m those mstances 
where there are different selectional restnctlons on the trans1t1ve and mtrans1t1ve uses, the use with the 
looser selectional restnc1tons, if there is one, will be basic' (p 86) This idea seems to be remm1scent of 
Jackendoff's (1975 644)jull-entry theory evaluatwn measure, which says that 'of two lexicons 
descnbmg the same data, that with a lower mformatlon content is more highly valued' LeVln and 
Rappaport Hovav use ( 15) to justify their claim 

(15) a He broke lus prom1se/the contract/the world record 
b *lbs prom1se/the contractffhe world record broke 

Clearly, (15) shows that the mtrans1t1ves impose more selectional restnctions than their causative 
counterparts This, accordmg to LeV1n and Rappaport Hovav, provides evidence for their claim that 
denvat1on of the causative alternatmg verbs proceeds from the trans1t1ves to the mtrans1t1ves As for 
under what cond1t1on a trans1t1ve vanant can detrans1t1V1ze, LeVln and Rappaport Hovav suggest that 
language users seem to rely on their perception of the world, m particular their understandmg of the 
condition under which an event may occur 'spontaneously without the volitional mtervenuon of an 
agent' (p 102) Levm and Rappaport Hovav stress that when this cond1t1on 1s met, language users know 
that a given verb can detrans1t1v1ze 

To summanze, LeV1n and Rappaport Hovav propose an account contrastmg the standard View, 
namely they argue that for causative alternation verbs the trans1t1ve vanants are the basic forms from 
which their mtrans1t1ve counterparts are denved through a detrans1t1vat1on process, which W1lharns 
( 1981) rejects outnght In the next section, we reV1ew a still drfferent account provided by Haspelmath 
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(1993), who basically claim that a umfied account for the directionabty of denvatton of causative 
altemat10n verbs is not tenable 

4 A non-urufied account 

Haspelmath (1993) challenges the urufied account craved by both the proponents of the standard 
view and the alternative view, namely that whatever account one proposes regarding the direct10nabty of 
denvat10n of the polysemouse causative verbs should be uruform Furthermore, Haspelmath also 
quest10ns the morphological and semantic motivations underlymg the previous accounts In its stead 
Haspelmath contends that a non-umfied account would better account for the crosslinguistic data, 
particularly a cogmttve account Haspelmath pomts out that the standard view as well as the alternative 
view, whtch he descnbes as instances of' diagrammatic 1comc1ty' ( 1993 87), fad to account for the 
following data, as they clearly show an irregular pattern of denvation 

(16) Russian rasplav1t' 'melt' (trans1ttve)-+ rasp/av/I' -s;a 'melt' (mtrans1t1ve) 
(17) (K.halkha> Mongohan xa;l-ax 'melt' (mtrans1tive) -+ xa;l-uul-ax 'melt' (transitive) 

Based on (16) and (17) and an extended crosslmgu1stlc exammat10n, Haspelmath claims that the world 
languages differ greatly in their ways of denvmg one form from another Nonetheless, Haspelmath does 
not thtnk that such a relat10n is random at all, rather he clatms that the cntenon may be m the conceptual 
meamng as defined by Lakoff ( 1987) Haspelmath claims that the prev10us views fad to account for the 
data bke those m (16)-(17) simply because they rely on the objective meanmg With regard to the 
possib1hty of d1rect10n of denvation, Haspelmath claims that three major categones should be possible 
causative alternation (lSa), ant1causatlve alternation (18b), and non-directed alternatmn (18c) which is 
further divided mto three categones equ1pollent, supplet1ve, and labile 

(18) a French fondre 'melt' (mtr) -+faire fondre 'melt' (tr) 
Georgian duy-s 'cook' (mtr) --> a-duy-ebs 'cook' (tr) 

b Russian katat' 'roll' (tr)--> katat'-s;a 'roll' (mtr) 
Lezg1an xkazun 'raise' (tr) --> xkaz xun 'nse' (mtr) 

c EqUJpollent alternation 
Japanese atum-aru 'gather' (mtr) 

atum-eru 'gather' (tr) 
Supplettve alternation 
RuSS1an goret"bum' (mtr) 

zec' 'bum' (tr) 
Labde altemat1on 
Modem Greek svmo 'go out' 

'extmgmsh' 

The direction of denvat1on is generally determmed m Haspelmath's framework by the presence or 
absence of a segmental stnng ( e g , an affix, a particle, or an auxiliary verb) The one without such a 
stnng 1s the root fonn and the one with a strmg is the denved form Such a morphological approach is 
smnlar to Williams' Usmg such an approach, Haspelmath exammed 21 languages and found 
tremendous crosslmgu1st1c vanat1ons For example, whtle Russian, Rumanian, Greek, French, and 
German consistently show a pattern of ant1causative alternation, Fmrush, Turkish, Mongohan, and 
Hebrew show a reverse pattern - causative alternat10n Although such results provide an overall pattern, 
they are not particularly helpful m determirung the d1rect1on of denvat10n Thus, usmg the same 
approach, Haspelmath looks at 31 predicates across the 21 languages more closely, thts time more 
attent10n 1s paid to the conceptual meanings of the predicates Haspelmath found that verbs denotmg 
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spontaneous occurrence of events (1 e, spontaneous 1s defined as no need for an agentive mstlgator), 
mcludmgfreeze, dry, smk, gomg out, and melt, show an overwhelmmg pattern of causative alternation 
across all 21 languages By contrast, verbs s1gntfymg events whose occurrence 1s mcurred by outside 
force, mcludmg split, break, close, open, gather, and connect, show a pattern of antlcausatlve alternation 
across all 21 languages Based on such results, Haspelmath formulates a conceptual scale of mcreasmg 
hkehhood of spontaneous occurrence, as given m (19) 

(19) Conceptual Scale of Increasing L1ke/ihood of Spontaneous Occurrence 

I 'wash' close' 'melt' 

mchoat1ve/causauve altemauons 

Verbs on the left end of the scale ( e g , wash, bwld, cnt1c1ze) can be used transitively only, as the events 
they descnbe cannot occur spontaneously Next, verbs hke close, open, break, drop, although they can 
be perceived as descnbmg events occumng spontaneously, denote events normally caused externally 
Thus, for these verbs, the transitive forms are the basic forms from which the mtrans1t1ve vanants are 
denved Next, verbs which may be subsumed under melt, mcludmgfreeze, cool, dry, contrast the group 
on its left, m that they mamly s1grnfy spontaneous eventuaht1es, although those events can be mcurred or 
brought about by outside force Thus, for these verbs, the mtrans1t1ve forms are basic, whereas the1r 
causative forms are denved Fmally, on the far nght end he verbs hke laugh, talk, which denote the 
prototypical mstances of spontaneous events, therefore, they do not undergo an alternation of any kmd at 
all 

To summanze, Haspelmath rejects the morphological and semantic accounts as proposed by 
Williams (1981), Fillmore (1968), Levm and Rappaport Hovav (1995), smce they fail to account for the 
crosslmgu1st1c data reliably Furthermore, Haspelmath has also derued the necessity for a urufied 
charactenzat10n of the direction of the bas1c-denved relation of predicates hke break Instead, 
Haspelmath presents a concept-based proposal as seen m (19) The key component ofhts proposal 1s the 
notion of spontaneity of events denoted by verbs Verbs may s1grufy entrrely spontaneous eventualities 
or non-spontaneous eventual1t1es In neither case, an alternatmg construct10n 1s possible However, m 
between, there are verbs whose smgle forms denote both types of eventualities, with one bemg the base 
and the other, the denved For these verbs, the bas1c-denved relation 1s determmed by the human 
perception That 1s, 1f one perceives that an event occurs spontaneously, then the mtrans1t1ve form would 
be treated as the base, otherwise 1t would be regarded as denved Haspelmath's proposal echoes such a 
commonly held notion m cogrntlve grammar, that 1s, human language constructions nurror its 
expenences Givan (1991 106) exphc1tly makes a remark along this hne, saymg 'categones that are 
cogrut1vely marked tend also to be structurally marked' Goldberg (1995 39) expresses a s1nular idea m 
her Scene Encodmg Hypothesis, which states that language constructions are formed to encode basic 
human expenence Other researchers, mcludmg Pmker (1989) and Hale and Kyser (1986) have also 
endorsed such a non-urufied account as proposed by Haspelmath 

5 A pohte study 

Given the apparent divergence m vanous accounts for drrect1onal1ty of denvat10n of causative 
alternation verbs, the present study 1s reported to show which account would be more plausible based on 
empmcal eV1dence ehc1ted from second language (SL) learners ofEnghsh An important assumpt10n 
underlymg this study 1s that the basic forms would be acqmred pnor to the denved forms Put 1t 
differently, whatever vanants are learned earlier would be considered the basic forms, and those 
acqmred later, the denved forms Furthermore, 1t was also assumed that 1fthe data showed that SL 
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learners performed consistently better with the transitive variants, then this would be taken as evidence 
in support of the standard view, otherwise ifthe reverse was obtained, then we would take this as 
evidence supporting the alternative View However, ifthe subjects' performance showed an inconsistent 
pattern (1 e , for certain verbs they acquired the transitive variants prior to the intransitive variants, but 
for other verbs a reversed pattern 1s observed), then we would treat this as supportive evidence for 
Haspelmath's (1993) non-umfied cogmt1ve account 

Sub1ects 

Ten adult Mandarin-speaking learners ofEnghsh participated in the study, who were currently 
enrolled at the Umvers1ty of Arizona At the time of the study, they had been in the Umted State for one 
year and 11 months on average They ranged in age from 19 years of age to 28 years of age They were 
first exposed to Enghsh in a formal EFL (English as a foreign language) settmg at vanous ages, with the 
majority first starting studying English at around the age of 12 They took a TOEFL test before they 
were enrolled at the Uruversity of Anzona, and their mean score on the test was 602 4, with 7 out of 10 
obtaining over 600 and the other 3, between 535 to 590 Thus, these subjects are the advanced ESL 
learners Another 10 native speakers ofEnghsh, who were also currently enrolled at the Umvers1ty of 
Anzona, formed the control group 

Tasks 

Thirty high-frequency pairs of causative alternation verbs were tested, most of which were 
selected from samples given in Levm and Rappaport Hovav (1994) and Levm (1993) with 5 causative 
psych verbs selected from samples given m Pesetsky (1995) These verbs are hsted m (20) 

(20) move, dry, melt, roll form, improve, broaden, thicken, deepen, capsize, reduce break, carry over, increase 
shut, transfer, smk, shrmk, drop, grow ,clear, freeze, turn, burn, open, cheer, puzzle, worry, grieve, delight 

Twenty-one fillers were used as distracters 

(21) brmg, cry, laugh, appear, denote, pour, obtam, send, become, torn, repair anger, cut, amuse 
smell load, cover, eat, sweat, blossom, pull 

A grammaticality judgment test was adffilmstered to both the experimental and the control 
groups, which was composed of a total of 80 test sentences i Subjects were asked to mark each sentence 
as grammatical, ungrammatical, or not sure by c1rclmg the appropriate letter and to underline the part of 
a sentence which they believed was ungrammatical Smee we were only mterested m the subjects' 
knowledge of the predicates, anything else marked by the subjects as ungrammatical or not sure was 
disregarded m the codmg and calculating of the data The test sentences were arranged m a random 
1order and all subjects received the same order (22)-(23) contam two of the test sentences 

(22) [A note you may see m the post office] The !me fonns on tlus side of the aisle 0 GR b UNGR c NOT SURE 

(23) The runner sweated himself so bad that he fainted a GO UNGR c NOT SURE 

Based on the results obtained from the control group, 7 pairs of verbs, including move, freeze, cheer, 
puzzle, debght, wony, gneve, were excluded from further analysis as the test sentences mvolvmg these 
predicate turned out to be either ambiguous or pragmatically not febc1tous For example, several native 

1 Special thanks to Adnan Wurr for checkmg the test sentences 
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speaker subjects marked sentence (24) as ungrammatical as they felt that the tense use was 
mappropnate So a total of 23 paired verbs was exammed m the analysis 

(24) Water froze m the winter a GR b UNGR c NOTSURE 

Results 

Let's first look at the overall average scores obtamed from the expenmental and control groups 
They are given m Table 1 

Table l Overal average scores obtained by NSs and NNSs 

Trans1uves Intransitlves 
NS 217 (= 94%) 214 (= 93%) 

(M= 21 7) (M= 214) 
NNS 209 (= 91%) 124(= 54%) 

(M=209) (M"' 12 4) 

Note Total score fer each cell is 230 NS native speakers of English, NNS nonna11ve spea/.ers of English 

Table 1 shows three mterestmg results The first is that NSs performed almost equally well on sentences 
mvolvmg transitive and mtrans1t1ve vanants, as their accuracy rate was 94% and 93%, respectively The 
second 1s that NSs and NNSs performed ma comparable manner on trans1t1ve vanants, with NSs 
obtammg an accuracy rate of94% and NNSs, an accuracy rate of91% However, such comparab1bty ts 
absent from the two groups' performance on the mtrans1t1ve vanants, as the NSs obtamed a 93% 
accuracy rate, whereas the NNSs, only a 54% accuracy rate An mtenm concluston can be drawn at this 
pomt that the overall results appear to show that the standard view, which clrums that the relation 
between transtttve and mtrans1t1ve vanants of causative alternation predicates 1s best accounted for by 
assummg that the latter is the baste form from which the former 1s denved, 1s not plausible smce the 
NNSs performed better with the transitive vanants than the mtrans1ttve variants To the contrary, the 
alternative view 1s more plausible 

However, with a closer look at the md1v1dual verbs, 1t appears that NSs' and NNSs' performance 
on both trans1t1ves and mtrans1t1ves was much comparable with certain verbs, but not with others 
Roughly, the 23 predicates can be divided mto two groups Group A and Group B Let's first look at 
Group A m some detail Table 2 shows a s10ular performance pattern between NSs and NNSs m judging 
sentences mvolvmg the two vanants of verbs m this group 

Table 2 Total scores for mdwulua/ paired verbs (Group A) 

roll tlucken shut 
NS 8 : 9 lOl 7 10: 9 

I I I 

NNS 10 110 9l 8 10: 8 
I I I 

tum 
10 

mcrease 
101 9 

I 
I 

Note Total score fer each variant (cell) 1s 10 The scores on the left of the dotted /me is the total 
scores obtamed by NSs and NNSs, respectively 

Table 2 should be read hke this For the trans1t1ve and mtranstt1ve vanants of the verb dry, 9 out of ten 
native speaker subjects got the sentence mvolving the trans1t1ve use of the verb nght, and so dtd the non-
native speaker subjects As for the mtransttlve use, all native speaker subjects got the sentence nght and 
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7 out of the 10 nonnative speaker subjects got the sentence nght Overall, NSs and NNSs performed m a 
stmtlar fashton wtth the predicates m Group A Thts becomes more obv10us as seen m Table 3 

Table 1 Comparison of the average scores between NSs and NNSs on verbs m Group A 

Trans1tives Intransitives 
NS 86 (= 96%) 83 (= 92%) 

(M= 8 6) (M= 8 3) 
NNS 82 (= 91%) 78 (= 87%) 

(M= 8 2) (M= 7 8) 

Note Total score for each variant (cell) zs 90 

Table 2 and 3 show a sumlar performance pattern between NSs and NNSs As for sentences mvolvmg 
trans1t1ve vanants, NSs got 96% nght, whereas NNSs, 91 % correct As wtth sentences with mtrans1tive 
vanants, NSs obtained 92% correct and NNSs, 87% nght The difference ts rntmmal Furthermore, the 
mtra-group difference ts very small for the NS group, for the NNS group the difference 1s only about 5 
percentage pomts Thts result seems to have revived the standard vtew, as 1t 1s possible that the NNSs 
acquired the mtrans1t1ve vanants first before they were able to master the1r trans1t1ve forms 
Furthermore, based on the cntenon given by Haspelmath, verbs m this group should be subsumed under 
the category where the mtrans1t1ves are the base However, such a conclus10n 1s quickly weakened wtth 
a look at Group B, whtch shows that for NSs they performed consistently wtth both trans1t1ves and 
mtrans1t1ves, but such a consistency was absent from NNSs' performance 

Table 4 Total scores/or md1v1dual paired verbs (Group B) 

clear smk over bum break 
919 9110 

I I 
10110 

tq 2 71 5 91 5 8l 1 
I I I I 

10: 2 10 : 2 
I I 

d en dro 
NS 7 ! lO 7: 9 

I 
I 

NNS 81 5 916 
: I 

I 

Note Total score/or each variant (cell) 1s JO 

Table 5 Comparison of the average scores between NSs and NNSs on verbs m Group B 

Trans1tives Intransitives 
NS 131 (=94%) 131(=94%) 

(M=l31) (M= 112) 
NNS 127 91%) 46 (=33%) 

12 7) (M= 4 6) 

Note Total score for each variant (cell) 1s 140 

Tables 4 and 5 exh1b1t the overall performance trend as seen m Table l with the NSs showing consistent 
Judgments of the grammat1cal1ty of sentences mvolvtng transttlves and mtrans1t1ves, whereas the NNSs, 
judgmg the sentences wtth trans1t1ves overwhehrungly better than those with mtrans1t1ves However, 
what has been concealed in Table I ts that only certain causative alternation predicates seemed to be 
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troublesome for the NNSs, specifically the mtransibve vanants m Group B constitute the source of 
difficulty, as the NNSs showed an accuracy rate of only 33%, which means that on average each NNS 
got 9 4 test sentences wrong (out of 14) Furthermore, the intra-group difference for the NNSs is also 
stnkmg, it was 81 points m total To summanze, with Group B, NSs and NNSs' performance on the 
transitive variants was comparable, but their performance on the intransitive variants diverged 
dramatically Such a result seems to point to the poss1b1hty that the transinve vanants are the basic 
forms from which the mtrans1t1ve vanants are denved 

Discussion 

Assummg that the English causative alternation predicates under study here were exposed to the 
NNS subjects on a roughly equal basts and further assuming that Gnmshaw's (1981 174) and 
Chomsky's (1995 32) claim that the notion of Canorucal Structural Realization (CSR) ts available to 
children as an untial learrung mecharusm for acqumng lexical items is correct, the results reported in the 
preceding sect10n show that Haspelmath' s non-umfied account for the d1rect1onal1ty of denvat10n of 
causative alternanon verbs 1s on the nght track Spec1fically, the NNS subjects demonstrated a non-
umfied learning pattern m acqumng the trans1t1ve and mtrans1t1ve vanants of this verb class, in 
particular they mastered the mtrans1t1ve forms of such verbs mcludmg dry, melt roll, shut, shrmk, grow, 
turn mcrease, and thicken (Group A) pnor to their trans1t1ve vanants This 1s compatible with 
Haspelrnath's conjecture that the intransitive vanants are the basic forms for these verbs But how are 
the transitive vanants denved? Rappaport Hovav and Levm ( 1998) propose that the mtrans1tive vanants 
of Group A are 1mt1ally represented m such a schema as m (25) 

(25) meltmir [ xMELTj 

(25) 1s an event structure template, which denote a simple, end-state event Such an event, according to 
Rappaport Hovav and Levm (1998 111), can be freely augmented to a complex event structure, such as 
an accomplishment event, so long as the augmentation process satisfies two well-formedness cond1t1ons 
Subevent Ident1ficauon Cond1t1on (SIC) and Argument Reabzauon Cond1t10n (ARC) (pp 112-113) In 
this case, a simple event structure s1gmfymg a simple state event 1s expanded to a complex event 
structure conveymg an accomplishment event as given in (26) by addition of a causmg subevent to the 
extstmg central subevent This add1t1on 1s allowed as m the resultmg event structure (1 e (26), each 
subevent 1s 1denufied by a lexical head m the syntax (sattsfymg the SIC) and each structure part1c1pant 
(symboltzed as variables x or yin (26)) 1s matched with an argument m the syntax (sat1sfymg the ARC), 
as seen m (27) 

(26) melt1:r [[ x DO-SOMETIIING ] CAUSE [ y BECOME MELT]] 
(27) Macy I the warm weather melt snow 

Now let's turn our attention to predicates in Group B, mcludmg open.form, reduce, clear, smk, 
break, burn, drop, improve, broaden, capsize, transfer, and carry over How are the two vanants of 
these verbs denved and represented m the lexicon? The result, as given m Table 4, suggests that the 
transitive vanants are first formed as the basic uses, which then give nse to the mtrans1t1ve vanants as a 
result of the application ofbmdmg process (Levm & Rappaport Hovav, 1995 108) Specifically, 
adoptmg Haspelmath's (1993) account which emphasizes the notmn of spontaneity, certam events, as 
denoted by such predicates as break, open, form, reduce, transfer, etc , cannot occur on thetr own or 
spontaneously, rather they are typically brought about by outside force Thus, the transltlve forms of 
these verbs constitute the basic uses, and from a language acqu1s1t10n perspective, these forms are also 
more accessible to children as well as adult language learners However, accordmg to Levin and 
Rappaport Hovav (I 995), m encodmg these non-spontaneous events lmgu1st1cally, we somehow decide 
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that such causing elements as an agent, a natural force, an mstrument, or a cucumstance can be omitted 
or unexpressed Such a dec1s10n 1s probably made based on our knowledge of the world (Levin & 
Rappaport Hovav, 1995 108) plus the inference rules at our d1spoS1t1on (Jackendoff, 1990) Rappaport 
Hovav and Levm (1998 115) spell out thts process more specdically, utibzmg Bnsson's (1994) research 
on the recoverab1hty cond1t10n They claim that a structural part1c1pant m the event structure can be 
unexpressed in the syntax '1fit 1s understood as "prototypical'" To summarize, the denvat1on of the two 
vanants of verbs m Group B proceeds in such a sequence, startmg wtth (28) which 1s the baste form, 
then proceeding to (29) where the bmdmg process 1s applied, and finally to (30) where the mtrans1t1ve 
forms are fonned 

(28) formtr [[ x DO-SOMETIIING 1 CAUSE [y BECOME FORMED]] 
(29) formtr [[ x DO-SOMETIIING ] CAUSE [ y BECOME BROKEN 11 

"' Lexical bmdmg 0 
Lmkmgrules 
Argument structure 
(10) form111tr [y FORM] "' <y> 

So far an important question has been left out m the d1scuss1on as to what 1s the ongin of the 
basic forms such as (25) and (28) Haspelmath provtdes a rather simplified answer, claiming that the 
formations of (25) and (28) are made possible through human cogmtton as a way to encode human 
expenence More specifically, takmg (25) as an example, Haspelmath conceives that as human bemgs 
observe such a scene (in the sense of Fillmore's (1977) where some substance changes state from sohd 
to hqmd, they encode thts scene wtth the schema (25) Likewise, (28) 1s constructed in the similar 
fashion Such a line ofthtnkmg suggests that there 1s a direct relation between the real-world events and 
the lmgmst1c encodmg of those events Other researchers also advocate such an account As mentioned 
above, Gtvon (1991 106) and Goldberg (1995 39) are the advocates of such an idea However, thts idea 
has been challenged in the hterature For example, Jackendoff (1990 25-26) claims that given the fact 
that a smgle predicate hke go may convey real-world events of different types, its charactenzat1on can 
be best captured m terms of semantic field features, as seen m (31) 

(31) a The bird went from the ground to the tree (semantlc field of spatial location and motwn) 
b The mhentance went to Pluhp (semantlc field of possesswn) 
c The light went from green to red (semantic field of ascr1pt10n ofpropert1e~) 

In other words, contrary to Haspelmath's conjecture, Jackendoff claims that the relation between 
predicates and the events they denote 1s mdrrect, m particular tt ts mediated by the semantic field 
features Other researchers also expressed the same idea that human languages do not encode human 
expenences directly, rather such an encodmg 1s mediated by a system whtch is hngmstic m nature For 
instance, following Jackendoff (1990), Cuhcover (1999) claims that such a relation is mediated by the 
lextcal conceptual structure (LCS) Levtn and Rappaport Hovav (1995) and Levm and Rappaport Hovav 
(1996) exphc1tly argue that predicates only mcorporate those syntactically relevant semantic features 
denved from the real-world scenarios Talmy (1985), m hts study of the conflation patterns of vanous 
languages, provides an often-quoted example m relatmn to the predicate float Accordmg to Talmy 
(p 64), the English verb float has two meamngs referrmg to a 'buoyancy relatmn between an object and 
a medium' as m (32a) and to such a relation plus the tdea of motion as m (32b) 

(32) a The boat floated under the bndge (Levm & Rappaport Hovav, 1996 504) 
b The boat floated towards the bndge 
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However, as pointed out by Levm and Rappaport Hovav, 1996 504), the French equivalent of float has 
only one meaning, that of (32a), as m (33) 

(33) Le bateau a flotte sous le pont 

It 1s not far-reachmg to assume that both Engbsh speakers and French speakers may witness the same 
scene of jloatmg at one pomt m their real-world expenences, nonetheless as dictated by their different 
native languages, they know that for Engltsh the semantic feature of motion can be lextcalized mto its 
predicate float, which make (32b) possible, but the same is not true of French and thus there is no 
equivalent to (32b) m French This provides strong evidence that human expenence is not always 
nurrored directly m hngu1stic terms 

Sinularly, Pmker (1989) also echoes such an mdtrect connect10n between human expenence and 
lmgmsttc encoding from a language acquis1t10n perspective He contends that m acqmnng the contamer-
onented verbs bkeft/l, a chtld may register such mformat1on from a real hfe situation about ft//, 
mcludtng that fill is a two-argument predicate, takmg an agent and a theme, 1t specifies a manner m 
whtch the agent causes the hqmd to move, the shape of the contamer, and the end-state of the contamer 
(1 e hobsm), etc, but soon the chtld may realtze that only part ofthts mformation is syntactically 
relevant and thus expunge the mfonnatlOn concenung the manner, the shape of the contamer, etc, but 
mamtam the rest Pmker uses the production data collected by Bowerman (1982) to support hts 
hypothesis These data show that the complete set of the syntactically relevant semantic features m 
association of verbs hkeft/l do not come along as a whole, which would be predicted by Haspelmath's 
account, rather 1t takes children qmte some tune to pmpomt the exact components of the set This pomt 
is illustrated by the product10n errors collected by Bowerman from her children, as seen m (34) 

(34) a Can I fill some salt mto the bear? [fill a bear-shaped salt shaker with some salt] 
b And fill the httle sugers up m the bowl how much you should [=fill the bowl with as much 

cereal as you should] 

Once agam, this shows that from a language acqu1sttton standpomt, the relation between real-world 
events and hngu1suc encodmg of those events ts best assumed as mdtrect rather than direct 

6 Conclusion 

Thts study exammed the question concenung dtrecttonabty of denvatlon of trans1t1ve and 
mtranst1ve vanants of the causative alternation predicates Three different proposals were first reviewed 
The standard Vtew, the altemattve vtew, and a non-urufied account Thts was followed by the report of 
an empmcal study AB the results show, Haspelmath's non-urufied account appears to be on the nght 
track Particularly, the NNS subjects demonstrated an acqutsttlon pattern consistent with Haspelmath's 
pred1ct1ons For example, with the predicates whose transitive vanants are predicted as baste on 
Haspelmath' s account, the NNS subjects performed overwhelrmngly better on sentences mvolvmg the 
trans1t1ve vanants than those mvolVtng the mtrans1t1ve vanants Furthermore, with the predicates whose 
mtrans1t1ve vanants are predicted as baste by Haspelmath, the same subjects performed m a comparable 
manner on both sentences mvolvtng transitive and mtrans1t1ve vanants Thts seems to show that tt is 
possible that for thts group of verbs, the mtrans1t1ve vanants are the root forms, from which their 
trans1t1ve counterparts are denved Fmally, we bnefly explored Haspelmath's assumpbon that lmgmst1c 
expressions directly reflect real-world events and showed that such an assumption is not accurate, rather 
it 1s better to assume that such a relation 1s mdirect 
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